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I suspect that as human beings we recognize the common human condition we share despite 
our individuality. There are times when this shared humanity is felt in a strong and powerful way. 
Such a time is Christmas. !
Within the human heart, there are those basic dreams and hopes which belong to each of us - 
love, peace, faith, friendship. And once we strip away the ribbons, wrappings and tinsel which 
are part of Christmas today, we are confronted with the incredible fact that God would take on 
human flesh, and come to us as a child in a crib. !
Once that fact is recognized, the human mind looks for explanations. Why would God act in 
such a way? Why did God send His Son? Why was He born in a manger? Why didn't He come 
as a powerful King? The questions are endless and the response profound. The best response 
that has made so much sense to me throughout my life has been the statement by Romano 
Guardini in a powerful book entitled "The Lord." Guardini's response to the perennial question is 
direct and simple: "LOVE DOES SUCH THINGS!" !
Yes, love does such things! No other explanation seems so feasible or so real. No other motive 
is adequate nor any other explanation feasible. !
As people who have benefitted from such love, I believe our responsibility is to imitate that 
lifestyle where we do not count the cost, or wonder what we will get in return, or ask a thousand 
and one questions before we act. There are times throughout our lives when the only 
explanation we can possibly offer for what we do is "love does such things.'' !
In the seven Christmas seasons I have spent as Bishop of Eastern Montana, it has been my 
privilege to see this statement become a reality in the lives of countless people. What other 
explanation is there for the example of commitment and love lived out by countless people in 
marriage? What motives explain the generosity of people reaching out to help others to the point 
of sacrifice? What prompts family and friends to rally around and support those who are in pain, 
or suffering, or dying? And what brings people together to give thanks in Eucharist despite the 
travel or distance or time involved? Yes, love does such things and countless more. !
Christmas is truly an incredible feast! But if we take the time to reflect on what it really means, 
we might discover its power and meaning can remain with us throughout the year - for love does 
such things! A blessed Christmas and Happy New Year to all!
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